With Each Stroke: The Endless Blue

Swimming is a sort of shared solitude. And when it comes to swimming the English Channel,
the endless blue becomes the sum of fears, aspirations and dreams. One moment you see it and
the next moment you donâ€™t. When someone swims for hours on end, the only ally and
enemy, I suppose, is oneself. The sea and the English Channel have always been there, and the
swimmer who attempts to cross them becomes a kind of intruder. The sea does what it always
does: Continue its life of endless movement, while at the same time becoming a witness in the
search of personal challenges and achievements. It also becomes witness to the drama of men
and women who live through a special kind of solitude for many hours. In these pages you
will read the story of two people who tell in their own words how they spent many hours in the
endless blue sea. This sea became part of their lives. This sea has been transformed into
eternity in their memories. In the sea and in the Channel, they knew well that even if they saw
or knew intuitively where the goal was, what always prevails is the wonder that defines the
endless and deep blue: â€œWe could say that the sea has no beginning, you see it the first
time, but then it is everywhere.â€• With Each Stroke: The Endless Blue tells us the story of
what it is like to have a purpose in life. But first and foremost, it is full of the thoughts that
connect the innumerable exploits that have been imprinted in the English Channel. Antonio
and Nora have played their part in this. They can sleep soundly each time they remember the
pain and difficulties encountered in their swims. But above all, every night they can also fall
into the deep sleep they feel when they recall the lulling sounds of the endless blue that once
accompanied them for many hours, so that today they can tell us their stories. - Javier
Solorzano Zinzer
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With Each Stroke: The Endless Blue. This work relates the fantastic experience of two athletes
as they carry out one of the most exciting sporting challenges. Find facts and statistics about
stroke in the United States.. Stroke Statistics. Stroke kills about , Americans each yearâ€”that's
1 out of.
A Cada Brazada: El Azul Interminable / At Each Stroke: Endless Blue (Spanish) Paperback
â€“ Jan 1 by Antonio Arguelles (Author). Be the first to review. Blame it on the scenery â€”
the budding vineyards, the endless blue sky, the stone A week of commuting on a horsepower,
2-stroke scooter is the not just the Vespa line but all of Piaggio's scooters and motorcycles. A
Cada Brazada: El Azul Interminable / At Each Stroke: Endless Blue (Spanish, Paperback) /
Author: Antonio Arguelles ; ; Education, Social. One of my favorite books of all time!
Exceptionally inspirational. A must 39 With each stroke, the endless blue (in Spanish). Nora
Toledano/Antonio Arguelles. Each and every day is a new day - you decide your fate into
Track 2 â€œEndless Blueâ€• a rocked out intro piece with strong melody and impressive
Radiohead, Fall Out Boy, The Killers, The Strokes and Chevelle to Ministry.
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